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25 Oct
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28 Oct
30 Oct

School Assembly 2:15pm start with 1C presenting
Yr 6 Mt Stromlo transition Visit
School Disco
Kindy Transition Visit Bilbies 12:30pm-1:30pm
Preschool Information Evening 5:30pm-6:30pm

4 Nov

Kindy Transition Visit Bilbies

7 Nov

Outdoor classroom day

BSB: 032 777 Account: 001228

School Disco
Mount Stromlo Permission note

Dear Parents and Carers,
Congratulations to Linda, Karyn and Jason
We are very proud that Health Access Across School and one of our families have
nominated Linda, Karyn and Jason in the ACT Public Education Award in the
category of Education Support Person of the Year (nominated all three as a team).
They were nominated for the excellent work they have done in supporting Dom to
attend school. The HAAS team and Dom’s family wanted to acknowledge six years
of safe, kind, and competent care for Dom at Duffy Primary. It was great to hear the affirmation from Dom’s
parents describing our staff as people ‘who have gone above and beyond’ to support Dom’s safe inclusion,
supporting him to attend camps.
School Disco
Thank you to the Year 6 teaching team and students for organising the school disco for tomorrow night. We are
looking forward to the students dancing up a storm! The disco is part of the Year 6 fundraising efforts for the Year 6
Graduation activities and gift to the school.
World Teacher’s Day
Friday 25th October marks the date that Australia celebrates World Teacher’s Day.
Established by UNESCO in 1994, it is a day when we consciously celebrate the
teaching profession worldwide, take stock of achievements, and address some of
the issues central for attracting and keeping the brightest minds and young talents
in the profession.
This year, the United Nations has declared the theme of World Teachers’ Day 2019 to be “Young Teachers: The future
of the Profession”. Teachers can all remember their early years in the classroom, as they worked at becoming more
confident in their craft. A vital factor in their development, learning and wellbeing is the more experienced teachers
who mentored and guided them.
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We acknowledge the incredible contribution (dedication and hard work) that educators make in our communities, and
to the learning and wellbeing of the children and young people in their care.

Safe road crossing and parking behaviours
Please remember to use the school crossing or underpass. We still have a number
of adults walking with children or walking alongside them as they ride a bike or
scooter and cross the road without using the designated school crossing or
underpass. This unsafe behaviour then leads to other children copying the same
actions, except they not accompanied by an adult.
Road safety is a shared responsibility, it is important the road rules are followed
near our school to ensure the entire school community feels safe. Please remember children are more at risk than
adults around schools because they are smaller and less visible to drivers. They are also less predictable and less
experienced, which makes them more likely to make errors of judgement. Failing to follow simple road rules like
parking on the verge, in no stopping zones, in bus stops, near children’s crossings, on footpaths or across driveways
increases the risk to children around schools.
Please do the right thing to create a safe environment around our school. We ask for your assistance to model safe and
responsible behaviour within our community.

Scholastic Book Club - Issue 7 due Monday 12 August
It is easy to order. The Book Club LOOP platform for parents allows you to pay by credit card. Your child’s order is
submitted directly to school and the books will be delivered to their class. You can place your child’s order at
scholastic.com.au/LOOP or using the LOOP app, which can be downloaded from the App Store or Google Play. This will

When ordering:
School – Duffy Primary School
Class – select the year level with your child’s class (not the actual class)

Duffy Primary School Class
Bilbies, Joeys, Echidnas
KB, KP, KW
1C, 1S 1W
2A, 2P, 2R
3NS, 3R

Book Club Class
Preschool
Kindergarten
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

4S, 4N
5M, 5W
6J, 6K

Year 4
Year 5
Year 6

Remember there is never any obligation to order.
If you are placing an order as a gift please select this option when ordering.
Have a great week,
Cindie, Shelley, Casey and Pattie
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Welcome to Ferzana! She is excited to be teaching the Bilby class this term as Miss Nicole has started in her new
position.

Belonging, Being and Becoming —
The Early Years Learning Framework
The Framework includes five Learning Outcomes:
•
•

Children have a strong sense of identity
Children are connected with and contribute to
their world

Communication at Duffy Preschool
At Duffy we encourage the students to develop confidence when
communicating and recognise that “children’s use of their home
language underpins their sense of identity and their conceptual
development.” (Belonging, Being & Becoming EYLF, 2009)
We have our posters continuing this term which will touch on what
exciting things have been happening around our preschool. If you
could take a few moments to comment on what we have been up to
or share some stories from home that may connect with what we
have been doing it would be greatly appreciated!

Cuppa & Yarn
Is happening again this term! Wednesday Week 4 and Wednesday Week 9 in the
Preschool playground.
Please remember to bring your own keep cup!

This event is open to the whole school
community.

Play is the highest
form of research
—Albert Einstein

Kindergarten transitions
Term 4 is a big term for our Preschoolers as we prepare to go to kindergarten.
This term we have special transition days where we will spend some time in
the kindy learning space and meet some kindy teachers. We will also be
exploring other areas around the ‘big’ school, such as the playgrounds, enviro,
music and library. If you have further questions have a chat to your child’s
educators.

Contact Us
Communication is an essential feature of the partnership we share with you on your child’s educational journey. Feel free to
drop in and see us when you collect your child to discuss quick concerns or queries. If you would like to have a more lengthy
discussion, we encourage you to make an appointment time.
If you wish to make an appointment please feel free to contact us via email or alternatively ring the front office on 6142 2513

casey-anne.langler@ed.act.edu.au

kellie.lambert@ed.act.edu.au

Ferzana.shaikh@ed.act.edu.au

Term Overview
Kindergarten Term 4 2018
Welcome Back! With the end of the year fast approaching, we’re pumped to make it the best term yet! The
winter chills are well behind us so please ensure your child brings a drink bottle to stay hydrated. Term 4 is
crammed with so many events and activities, please make sure you regularly check your child’s bag for any
notes.

English

Mathematics

Our literacy block is always full of fun and engaging tasks.
This term, our learning includes:

During Term 4 we will revisit many of the
concepts taught this year including number,
.

Readers Workshop: Through familiar fairy tales, we will
explore the structure of narrative texts and the elements
needed such as setting, characters and sequence of events.
Writers Workshop: Writing comes in many forms; we will
be learning about different text types and their purpose
including letter writing, procedural texts and persuasive
arguments.

Our main focus for numeracy is all about
number, early addition and subtraction and
sharing concepts. This will involve:
• Using different strategies to solve addition and

subtraction problems (counting on, doubles,
combinations to 10)
• Working with concrete materials to represent addition

LIBRARY lessons will continue on Fridays
for all classes. In order for your child to
borrow a book to take home they must bring
a library bag with them to school.

and sharing stories.
• Counting to and from 20
• Use of appropriate language to describe location

Integrated Inquiry
HASS: (Geography) We are continuing our understanding of places that are special to us, looking at familiar
locations and their significance to our lives such as shops, holiday destinations and other places of importance.
Science (What’s it made of?): We will be learning about the materials that our environment is made of such
as glass, metal, paper, plastic and wood. We will learn new words to describe their properties and discuss why
certain materials are used to make things.

Important Dates This Term
• Preschool/Kinder Transitions - Week 3, 4 & 5
• KB Sea Creatures assembly - Week 6
• Christmas Concert - Thursday 28th November (Week 7)
• Parent/Teacher Interviews - Week 10
• Last day of Kinder - Thursday 19th December (Week10)

Inquiry
We’re back, up and running with our
investigations this term and the students are
super excited! We have set up some new
investigation tables and areas to link with the
fairy tale unit we are learning about in Literacy!
We have a fairy-tale garden and castle area in
our dramatic play space!

Contact Us
Communication is an essential feature of the partnership we share with you on your child’s educational journey. Feel free
to drop in and see us when you collect your child to discuss quick concerns or queries. If you would like to have a more
lengthy discussion, we encourage you to make an appointment time. If you wish to make an appointment please contact
us via email or ring the front office on 6142 2510.
Casey-Anne.Langler@ed.act.edu.au
rebecca.punch@ed.act.edu.au

stephanie.edlinger@ed.act.edu.au
katherine.wojcik@ed.act.edu.au
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Year 1 Term 4 Overview
Welcome
Welcome back parents and carers to Term 4! The year has been passing us by really quickly and we have been
working hard with our learning in Year 1. Just a reminder that our excursion to the Royal Australian Mint note
was sent home last week and is due back on Monday, the 4th of November 2019.

English
Writing:

Mathematics

We will be exploring the different parts of procedural, persuasive and informative texts
during literacy sessions this term. Already students have used their knowledge of
procedural texts to create origami designs using the instructions provided during inquiry
sessions.

We will be revisiting and reviewing topics from throughout
the year this term. Some of our focus topics include

Reading:

•

Number

We will be consolidating all reading strategies learnt so far throughout the year. Students
will be participating in daily reading groups that focus on a range of reading, writing,
spelling, fine motor, word work and hands on literacy activities.

•

Measurement

•

Telling the time

•

Partitioning

•

Place value

Library - Library borrowing will be every Monday. Students can borrow a maximum of 2
books providing they have a library bag and no overdue books. Last day for borrowing
will be the 2nd of December. After this date all books will need to be returned to the
library to be sorted for next year.

Integrated Inquiry
HASS– in Geography students are continuing to explore how the features of places have changed. They will explore who and how places have changed.
Students will work in depth to work out how familiar places can be represented in different ways and on different scales.
Science– Students are completing the final weeks of their biology unit looking at animals and their habitats.
French— students are starting to learn the French basics in preparation for being a part of the whole school French program from next
year.
Technology– This term we will continue to incorporate technology into our lessons throughout use of the interactive whiteboards and
iPads, where we will consolidate expectations and basic skills.
Physical Education and Health - Students will participate in regular weekly physical activities to develop their skills and fitness; appropriate footwear and
a hat are required. We will be working on teaching quick team work games both with and without equipment that students can use themselves on the
playground. In Health we will complete lessons from the Everyone Everyday program to foster inclusivity and acceptance of differences.
Wednesday mornings- All three classes will rotate between music, Science/Art and French units this term.

Social and Emotional Learning

Homework

During our inclusion program we will be focusing on working
cooperatively with others and what we can do to make ourselves, and
others feel happy and safe at school. We will be using Everyone
Everyday and Friendly Schools Plus resources to support this.

Students are encouraged to read for 10 minutes a day with an adult. Books
are the responsibility of students to change daily. They will be given time
each day to do this. We will provide logins for Reading Eggs and Mathletics
which will allow students to logon and practise skills.

Contact Us
Communication is an essential feature of the partnership we share with you on your child’s educational journey. Feel free to drop
in and see us when you collect your child to discuss quick concerns or queries. If you would like to have a more lengthy discussion, we encourage you to make an appointment time.
If you wish to make an appointment please feel free to contact us via email or alternatively ring the front office on 61422510
Executive

casey-anne.langler@ed.act.edu.au

1W kathryn.withers@ed.act.edu.au

1C kaiulani.cartwright@ed.act.edu.au
1S maha.siddiqui@ed.act.edu.au

Term Overview
Year 2 Term 4 2019
Welcome
Welcome to the last term of Year 2! In preparation for Year 3, students will transition from Investigations to Inquiry Research Projects,
learning how to use the Chromebooks. 2A will be hosting an assembly on Friday Week 8. We are excited for a great term of learning.

English

Mathematics

Reading Groups will continue to occur each morning as
students develop a wide range of reading strategies.
Reading Groups activities are tailored to each student’s
areas of development and include comprehension, spelling
and vocabulary activities as well as practising fluency
when reading aloud.

Year 2 are continuing to develop their number knowledge
including strategies to add and subtract. Students will
practise making equal groups and sharing using hands on
materials.

In writing we will be exploring Poetry. We will be looking at
different poetic features and how the rhythm and rhyme in
poems can change the mood and meaning.

We will also be learning about telling time, mass, locomotion
and transformations and reading maps. To further our
understanding of these topics we will be engaging in handson activities, games and using the EnVision program.

Science

Music

In Science this term students will have the opportunity to develop
an understanding of water as a precious resource, how it is used,
where it comes from and how to use it responsibly.

Students will explore musical concepts through
playing a variety of pieces using percussion
instruments, with a focus on drumming.

Integrated Inquiry
HASS/ Technologies: This term our integrated inquiry unit is “Celebrations Around the World.” Students will develop
inquiry skills to pose questions, research and present findings on a celebration of their choice. Students will use a range of
sources to gather information including the use of books, iPads and Chromebooks. Year 2 students will decide how they
want to present their learning including making a dance, creating a diorama, making a poster etc.
PE: This term we are continuing to develop students fundamental movement skills through a range of games including
cooperative games and ball games.

School Values and Social Emotional Learning

Homework

Students will participate in regular Social Emotional
Learning lessons using the Everyone Everyday program.
The focus of this program is to develop positive attitudes
and opinions about people with disabilities with a focus on
inclusion. These lessons, along with our PBL lessons, will
explicitly teach the school values of Respect, Responsible
and Inclusive in everything we do in and out of school.

Students are encouraged to read for 20 minutes everyday,
preferably with an adult to build fluency. Mathletics and
Reading Eggs logons will be sent home. On Friday of each
week, students will find out our word of the week. They are
encouraged to discover the meaning over the weekend. This
word will be linked to our literacy groups the following week.

Contact Us
Communication is an essential feature of the partnership we share with you on your child’s educational journey. Feel free to drop in
and see us when you collect your child to discuss quick concerns or queries. If you would like to have a more lengthy discussion, we
encourage you to make an appointment time.
If you wish to make an appointment please feel free to contact us via email or alternatively ring the front office on 02 6142 2510.
Casey-Anne.Langler@ed.act.edu.au
Patricia.Alexander@ed.act.edu.au Jessica.Perkovic@ed.act.edu.au Claudia.Robinson@ed.act.edu.au
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Term Overview
Year 3 Term 4 2019
Welcome Back!
We can’t believe there is only 1 term left with our fantastic Year 3 students! The next 8 weeks are jam packed with engaging learning
opportunities, so make sure you set aside time to chat with your child about the exciting things happening in Year 3.

Mathematics

English
Reading: Our final reading strategies for the year will focus on rapid
reading to suit a particular purpose. Skimming allows us to read certain
parts of a text to gather the ‘gist’ or main idea of a piece of writing.
Scanning is used to locate specific information such as numbers, facts or
answers to questions.
Writing: To continue our informative writing study, we will be
constructing different procedures and learning how we use instructions
in our everyday lives. We will also look at different styles of poetry and
write our own creative pieces.

The following topics will be covered throughout Term 3:
•
•
•
•
•

Addition & Multiplication Problems
Number Patterns
Chance
Measurement (length, mass & capacity)
Fractions

Students will continue to participate in hands-on activities,
using concrete materials to support their learning. We work
individually and in small groups to solve mathematical
problems and practice number fact fluency.

Integrated Inquiry
HASS: Year 3 will have their first official experience of Civics & Citizenship as a subject this term. Students will investigate why we make
rules in our lives and how decisions are made democratically. We will also be learning about different community groups and how we can
make positive contributions to our community.
Science: (Feathers, Fur or Leaves) This unit provides opportunities for students to explore features of living things and ways they can be
grouped together. We will also compare and distinguish the difference between living and non-living things.
Technology: We will be learning about how to select and use materials, components, tools, and equipment with consideration of the
environmental impact at each stage of the production process. Our at home design project will involve recycling an item of clothing using
sustainable design processes to create an object with a different purpose, e.g. a library bag.

Social Emotional Learning
As inclusion is one of our Duffy values, we
will be taking part in a series of lessons
called ‘Everyone, Everyday’. These lessons
are designed to develop positive attitudes
and core values in the school community
relating to including people with disabilities.
Classes will work together to create an
action plan that encourages students to
think positively about disability and how
they can take action to encourage others to
be inclusive.

Language & The Arts
Music: Students will explore musical
concepts through playing a variety of
pieces using percussion instruments,
with a focus on drumming.
Drama: We are learning about the
elements of drama including voice,
movement, space, and audience and
how they enhance a performance.

Important Reminders
Library Days
• 3R: Friday
• 3NS: Thursday
End of Year Concert
• Thursday 28th Nov (MS High School)
Outdoor Learning Day
• Thursday 7th Nov
Last Day of Term
• Thursday 19th Dec

Contact Us
Communication is an essential feature of the partnership we share with you on your child’s educational journey. Feel free to
drop in and see us when you collect your child to discuss quick concerns or queries. If you would like to have a more lengthy
discussion, we encourage you to make an appointment time. If you wish to make an appointment please feel free to contact
us via email or alternatively ring the front office on 6142 2510
Leah.Nicholls@ed.act.edu.au

Karla.Russell@ed.act.edu.au

Katrina.Sinclair@ed.act.edu

Shelley.Penyu@ed.act.edu.au (3-6 Executive Teacher)
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Term Overview
Year 4 Term 4 2019
Welcome
Welcome to the last term of Year 4! Where have the last 3 terms gone? We have another learning packed term ahead of us as we close
in on finishing another year at Duffy. We can’t wait to see what great work Year 4 can produce this term!

English

Mathematics

During writing sessions, students will be learning about the
structure and language features that are used in persuasive
texts. They will explore different types of persuasive text
including adverts. We will look at techniques that directors use to
try and persuade people into buying their products.

Year 4 have another busy term of Mathematics ahead of us.
We will be looking at the language of probability and ordering
the likelihood of events occurring in the day.

We will continue with reading groups where we will focus on
different reading strategies that support our comprehension of
texts.

We will also be learning about fractions and where we use
fraction in everyday events. To further our understanding of
these topics we will be engaging in hands-on activities, games
and using the enVision program.

Science
It’s a very busy term for Science in Year 4. Students will continue to work with Ms Owens on Tuesdays. They will be looking at different
materials and how they are used. With the classroom teachers students will be exploring relationships that assist the survival of living
things and the life cycle of plants.

Integrated Inquiry
Health/PE: This term we are undertaking a unit on healthy messages in adverts and how we can use there messages to inform us on
healthy practices. Students will learn to understand the benefits of being fit and healthy as well as strategies that help us maintain our
health throughout our lives. There will be a specific focus on diet and understanding what particular foods to do our bodies.
The unit will culminate in students creating a persuasive advert that will support and help other children in making healthy choices.

Music

School Values and Social Emotional Learning

Homework

Students will participate in
drumming activities to
explore musical concepts. A
variety of songs containing
different ideas such as time
signatures will be learned.

Students will participate in regular Social Emotional Learning
lessons using the Everyone Everyday program. The focus of this
program is to develop positive attitudes and opinions about people
with disabilities with a focus on inclusion. These lessons, along with
our PBL lessons, will explicitly teach the school values of Respect,
Responsible and Inclusive in everything we do in and out of school.

Students are encouraged to
read for 20 minutes
everyday, preferably with an
adult to build fluency.
Mathletics and Reading
Eggs logons will be sent
home.

Contact Us
Communication is an essential feature of the partnership we share with you on your child’s educational journey. Feel free to drop in
and see us when you collect your child to discuss quick concerns or queries. If you would like to have a more lengthy discussion, we
encourage you to make an appointment time.
If you wish to make an appointment please feel free to contact us via email or alternatively ring the front office on 02 6142 2510.
Shelley.Penyu@ed.act.edu.au

Tim.Sloman@ed.act.edu.au

Christopher.Nairn@ed.act.edu.au
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Term Overview
Year 5 Term 4 2019
Welcome
Welcome back for an exciting 4th term! This term, students will be involved in a range of fun learning activities that extend their knowledge,
develop positive relationships and build independence. Students will continue to develop and explore their individual learning goals. We will
continue to feature growth mindset, positivity and mindfulness as part of our daily practise and in preparing for the End of Year Concert.

English

Mathematics

•

The following topics will be covered throughout Term 4:

•

In reading, students will read a range of texts practising
strategies, such as inferring, self questioning, summarising
and paraphrasing. Students will participate in literacy
rotations where they will listen to reading, read with a partner
and work on their individual reading goal.

In writing, students will select and creat a range of texts in
their Book of WISDOM. They will use different art media to
illustrate and complement their writing.

Integrated Inquiry
HASS — In Economics, year 5 will be learning to distinguish
between needs and wants and recognise that choices need to be
made. They will learn about the strategies that can be used to make
informed consumer and financial choices.
The Arts — This term, students will use a range of media to create
illustrations for their texts in Writer’s Workshop. Year 5 will also be
preparing their performance for the End of Year concert.
Science — This term, year 5 will be investigating and developing
their learning about “Our Place in Space”. They will learn about the
different feature of our solar system and investigate an invention or
an innovation that was originally developed for Space that is now part
of everyday life.

•

Perimeter and area

•

Capacity, volume and mass

•

Chance and probability

•

Review of operations

Our maths program will involve a range of activities addressing
students’ preferred learning styles. Students will engage with the
enVision Maths program, investigations, Mathletics, a Scootle
learning path and mental computation games and activities.

Music
Different musical concepts will be explored through a variety of
songs and games. Different percussion instruments will be
introduced and used to support learning.

Homework
Mathletics and Reading Eggs tasks will be assigned for students
to complete at home. Mathletics tasks are linked directly with the
content that is being taught in the classroom. If you do not have
access to the internet, please contact your teacher for an alternate
homework task.

School Values and Social Emotional Learning
Students will participate in regular Social Emotional Learning lessons using the Everyone Everyday program. These lessons, along with our
PBL lessons, will explicitly teach the school values of Respect, Responsible and Inclusive in everything we do in and out of school.

Contact Us
Communication is an essential feature of the partnership we share with you on your child’s educational journey. Feel free to drop in and
see us when you collect your child to discuss quick concerns or queries. If you would like to have a more lengthy discussion, we encourage
you to make an appointment time.
If you wish to make an appointment please feel free to contact us via email or alternatively ring the front office on 02 6142 2510.

Sarah.Moore@ed.act.edu.au

Ryan.Weir@ed.act.edu.au

Shelley.Penyu@ed.act.edu.au
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Term Overview
Year 6 Term 4 2019
Welcome to your final term of Primary School! This term we have lots of exciting events and activities to look forward to,
as well as our Graduation celebrations in Week 10. We hope you are excited for a fantastic term of learning!

English
•

Reading strategies covered this term will include
creating images, skimming and scanning.

•

Students will focus on poetry writing and recount
writing for the year book. Students will follow the writing
process of planning, drafting, editing and publishing.

•

Speaking and listening activities will involve students
preparing for their graduation ceremony.

•

Students will continue to watch animations and Behind
the News episodes, improving their inferential
understanding and visual comprehension strategies.

Mathematics
During Term 4, Year 6 will be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using the four operations for fractions and decimals.
Locating ordered pairs on a Cartesian plane
Properties of Prime, Composite, Square and Triangular
numbers.
Using the correct order of operations to solve equations.
Transformations - Reflect, Rotate and Translate
Revision of capacity and volume.

Inquiry Units
Geography: Students will compare the diverse characteristics of Australia with other locations around the world, including
Asia. They will investigate the interconnections between people, places and communities. Students will present their learning
and understanding in a range of forms including maps, graphs, charts and posters.
Social, Emotional Learning, Health and PE: During SEL, Health and PE, students will continue to participate in daily
physical activities and cricket sessions. Students will investigate and make positive choices for health and wellbeing.
Science: During Science, students will have the opportunity to develop an understanding of the role of micro-organisms in
food. They will investigate the conditions micro-organisms need to grow by designing and conducting an experiment,
collecting, organising and analysing data to identify factors that contribute to mould growth.
Music:
Create A Song. This is the focus for the term, with students asked to demonstrate the musical knowledge and skills they
have learned over the past few years.

Homework
This term, students will continue to access Mathletics and Reading Eggs at home. Daily engagement with these online
programs is encouraged. Mathletics tasks are set based on the concepts currently being covered in class. Please ask your
child’s teacher for alternative homework options if computer access is limited.

Contact Us
Communication is an essential feature of the partnership we share with you on your child’s educational journey. Feel free to
drop in and see us when you collect your child to discuss quick concerns or queries. If you would like to have a more
lengthy discussion, we encourage you to make an appointment.
If you wish to make an appointment please feel free to contact us via email or alternatively ring the front office on
6142 2510.
helena.jovanoska@ed.act.edu.au

gabriel.kearins@ed.act.edu.au

shelley.penyu@ed.act.edu.au (3-6 Executive Teacher)
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Term Overview
Griffin Lions Term 4 2019
Welcome to term 4 What! Cannot be term 4 already. We will still be working hard for most of the term, but of course we
will also have Christmas craft and cooking as well as our tree and lights. Term 4 is always a bitter sweet term, we get to the
end of an another fantastic year and we also have some treasured students leaving us for high school.

English

Mathematics

•

The following topics will be covered throughout Term 4:

Reading will focus on interest and engagement. We will be
practising the skills learnt through out the year, with a
variety of texts both individually and as a group.

•

Writing will be achieved through our integrated inquiry as
well as the students own passion projects.

•

Students individual spelling words will come from a variety
of sources and will focus on six spelling strategies.

•

Handwriting will be practised every day and the words will
be based any words that have been identified as needing
more practise on.

•

We will also explore emotive and descriptive words as well
as time connectives and pronouns.

•

We have started the term exploring division and its
relationship to multiplication.

•

In weeks 3-5 we will explore Statistics and graphing

•

Week 6-9 will be individual programs targeting areas that
each student has yet to master.

•

In week 5-9 we will explore all forms of measurement
including time. This will include using scaled instruments
to measure and compare lengths, masses, capacities
and temperatures . Exploring perimeter, area and
volume as well as Interpreting and use timetables.

Integrated Inquiry
Our term 4 HASS unit will focus on geography. Students will learn about the location of major countries in Asia, and the differences in
economic, demographic and social characteristics between countries and global trends. Students learn about the world’s cultural diversity,
including that of its Indigenous peoples and reflect on the cultural differences and similarities and the meaning and significance of
intercultural understanding.
Art
This term we will focus on describing and discussing similarities and differences between artworks they make and those to which they
respond. This will be taught be Karen Owens.
Science
Our science unit focuses on the understanding of soils, rocks and landscapes and how they change over time is developed through handson activities and student-planned investigations. Students also investigate factors that affect the erosion of soils.

School Values and Friendly Schools Plus

Homework

Everyone Everyday is an inclusion program that aims to create a cultural shift in
community attitudes towards disability and difference. Students participating in the
program gain the knowledge, skills and confidence to take personal and collective
action to enhance the inclusion of people with disability, especially children, in
everyday life.

There will be a monthly homework grid for each year
group. This is starting in May. It will be sent out on
the 1st Thursday of each month and will include
activities such as Mathletics and Reading Eggs, to
name a few.

Contact Us
Communication is an essential feature of the partnership we share with you on your child’s educational journey. Feel free to drop in and
see us when you collect your child to discuss quick concerns or queries. If you would like to have a more lengthy discussion, we
encourage you to make an appointment time.
If you wish to make an appointment please feel free to contact us via email or alternatively ring the front office on 6205 6022.

david.cocoran@ed.act.edu.au

vickij.shaw@ed.act.edu.au
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Term Overview
Griffin Eagles Term 4 2019
Welcome back to Griffin Eagles for term four! This term we’ll continue learning social
skills for school, our life skills cooking program and enjoy Enviro and our courtyards.
English

Mathematics

•

Reading Focus this term is comprehension: who, what,
why, where and how. Students will use scaffolded and
multiple choice to answer questions and inferred questions utilising visuals to encourage responses.

The following topics will be covered throughout Term 4:

•

•

Patterns

•

Making and sharing groups

Writing Focus this term is creative writing

•

Division

•

Story prompts such as play items and story stones will
be used to write silly stories

•

Fractions

•

Colour

•

Students will use Google images to illustrate stories and
poems

•

Money

•

Students will be presenting, listening to and responding

•

Addition

Integrated Inquiry
HASS Students will have a strong focus on history and past and present, including toys and technology.
The Arts Students will be working with printing techniques, colour and 3 dimensional art works to create a variety of artworks including
Christmas crafts to complete their extensive creative art portfolios.
Science students will be investigating the properties of objects with a particular focus on the properties of solids and liquids. Cooking will
enable students to experiment first hand with solids and liquids.
Technology will aim to develop student confidence as users of technology with specific subject programs such as Mathletics, Education.com and Reading Eggs, during choice time activities and for research and writing opportunities in Science, integrated inquiry and writing activities.

School Values and Friendly Schools Plus

Homework

Griffin Eagles will be looking in depth at social stories with a
focus on emotional regulation and social skill development
in school settings.

Parents may assist by reading to students daily and asking 5
‘w’s questions. Students have Reading Eggs and Mathletics
logins for home access. Library day is Wednesday.

Contact Us
Communication is an essential feature of the partnership we share with you on your child’s educational journey.
Feel free to drop in and see us when you collect your child to discuss quick concerns or queries. If you would like
to have a more lengthy discussion, we encourage you to make an appointment time.
Please feel free to write in the communication book, contact us via email or alternatively ring the front office on
6205 6022 if you wish to make an appointment. The Griffin office may be contacted directly on 61422522.
Executive teacher: shelley.penyu@ed.act.edu.au LSUAD teacher:jane.duncan@ed.act.edu.au
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Term Overview
Music Term 4 2019
Music Kindy

Music Year 1

Students will explore music through singing and games.
The focus will be on the difference between beat and
rhythm, and drums will be used to support this.

Students will explore music through singing and games.
The focus will be on the difference between beat and
rhythm, and drums will be used to support this.

Music Year 2

Music Year 3

Students will explore musical concepts through playing a
variety of pieces using percussion instruments, with a focus
on drumming.

Students will explore musical concepts through playing a
variety of pieces using percussion instruments, with a focus
on drumming.

Music Year 4

Music Year 5

Students will participate in drumming activities to explore
musical concepts. A variety of songs containing different
ideas such as time signatures will be learned.

Different musical concepts will be explored through a
variety of songs and games. Different percussion
instruments will be introduced and used to support learning.

Music Year 6
Create A Song. This is the focus for the term, with students
asked to show any of the knowledge and skills learned in
music over the past few years.

Odd Week Wednesdays
Odd Week Wednesdays

Community Calendar — Term 4 2019
Community Calendar — Term 4 2019

Week
Week 1

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

14
Even Week Wednesdays
Even Week Wednesdays

Thursday

Friday

14

15

16

17

18

21 PIPS
Assessments

22 PIPS
Assessments

23 PIPS Assessments

24 PIPS
Assessments

25PIPS Assessments

28 PIPS
Assessments

29 PIPS
Assessments

30 PIPS Assessments 31 PIPS
Assessments
Preschool info
5:30pm-6:30pm

1

5

6

7 Outdoor
Classroom Day

8

11 Kindy
Transition Visit
Bilbies 12:30pm1:30pm

12

13

14

15

18

19 Yr 6
Bandstravaganza
Combined
Rehearsal

20 Kindy Info 5pm6pm

21 Preschool stay
and play 10am11am

22

Oct
Week 2

NAP-CC Test

Oct

Week 3
Oct

Week 4
Nov

Week 5
Nov

Kindy Transition
Visit Bilbies
12:30pm-1:30pm
4 Book Fair
Kindy Transition
Visit Bilbies
12:30pm-1:30pm

Week 6
Nov

Yr 6
Bandstravaganza
Combined
Performance

Yr6 Mt Stromlo
Transition Visit
School Disco

PIPS Assessments

Preschool stay and
play 10am-11am

Preschool stay and
play 10-11am

Week 7

25

26

27 Yr 5/6/7
Stromlo Disco

Nov

Mt

28

29

End of Year
Concert

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

16

17 Yr 6 Graduation 18

19

20

Week 8
Dec

Week 9
Dec

Week 10
Dec

Last day of school
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The Uniform Shop can now take payment by credit card!
How to Purchase Uniforms
Uniform Shop purchases can be made by:

1. Visiting us during opening hours and paying with cash or credit card;
Ordering via Flexischools online.
The Flexischools Process

1. Order online through Flexischools (Please note that orders cut off at 4.30pm the day before the Uniform Shop opens.
(e.g. you need to place an order before 4.30pm on Tues for it to be filled by the Uniform Shop volunteers on Wednesday
morning).

2. Your Flexischools’ order will be filled when the Uniform Shop next opens.
3. Your order will be left with the Front Office for collection.
We will send you an email or text advising you that your order is ready for collection.
Please send us an email or visit us during opening hours if you order hasn’t been filled on time or if there are any other
issues with your order. Please also email us with any questions you might have and our parent volunteers will respond.
The Uniform Shop is run by the Duffy Primary P&C

Opening hours:
Wednesday 8:45 to 9:15am and Friday 9- 9:30am
Contact: uniform@duffypandc.org.au
Regards— The Uniform Shop Volunteers

SCHOOL HOLIDAY PROGRAM
Woden Community Service will be offering School Holiday Program at Duffy these
coming holidays. We are open from 8.am till 6pm every day. We provide fun, recreational activities in a safe environment with qualified staff. Please provide morning tea
and lunch; we offer a light afternoon tea.
Fees: $83.00 (including excursions). For those families eligible, Childcare Subsidy is
available. For more information please contact enrolments on (02)61473318 or via
email at enrolments@wcs.org.au
Bookings: Open on Week 7, Monday 2nd September, 2019
For more information call or email oshc@wcs.org.au
The handbook and enrolment forms are available now from our website at
www.wcs.org.au
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Weston Creek Little Athletics registrations are now open for
the 2019/20 season. The season commences 9am on Saturday
the 19th of October at Chapman oval. Please go to the ACT
Little Athletics website to register: http://actlaa.org.au

Are you looking for the best activity for your children? Boys and Girls can be Scouts!
For friendship, confidence, life skills, fun and much more…
Scouts opens the door to a world of adventure, excitement, challenge and achievement.
With challenging outdoor activities such as bushwalking, canoeing, sailing, caving, rockclimbing, camping and much more! Scouting gives you community involvement, personal
growth & leadership development
WESTON SCOUT GROUP – groupleader.weston@scoutsact.com.au and 0419 986 029 Joeys
(age 5 to 8 as long as they have started school) on Wed 5:30pm to 6:30pm, Cubs (age 8 to
11) on Wed 6.30pm to 8pm
Scouts (age 11 to 15) on Thurs 6.30pm to 8.30pm, Venturers (age 15 to 17) on Mon 7 to
9pm
Visit www.act.scouts.asn.au to find your nearest group or call 1800 726 887 to start your
free 3-week trial

Our other nearest scout groups are in Waramanga and Yarralumla

